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Abstract
Multi-regime turbulent combustion modelling remains challenging and is explored
with occurrence of local extinction in this study. A partially premixed model
based on unstrained premixed flamelets is used in this work to investigate a pi-
loted jet flame configuration with inhomogeneous inlets. Three di↵erent cases
are simulated, which di↵er in the bulk mean velocity that amounts respectively
to about 50%, 70% and 90% of the blow o↵ velocity measured experimentally.
As the jet velocity approaches the blow o↵ limit, local extinctions start to occur
along the flame surface and thus these flames are challenging from a modelling
prospective. Two di↵erent numerical approaches, involving scaled and unscaled
progress variable respectively, are compared to elucidate their abilities and lim-
itations to predict local extinctions and to deal with the three-stream problem at
the pilot/coflow interface. The key modelling details for such predictions are in-
dicated and discussed. LES results are systematically compared to two sets of
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experimental measurements available in the literature for the three flames. The
di↵erences observed in the two experimental datasets are also discussed with the
help of LES results. Although both approaches show promising agreement for
the flame statistics, the scaled progress variable approach better predicts the local
extinctions. The unscaled approach shows to naturally handle the three-stream
problem without additional treatment for the pilot/coflow interface, which is re-
quired for the scaled approach. Furthermore, computed scalar dissipation rate of
mixture fraction is compared with the measurements showing good agreement
for the conditions investigated. This further suggests that local extinctions can be
predicted using unstrained flamelets if the correct scalar mixing and its dissipation
are captured.
Keywords: Local extinction, Partially premixed flames, Inhomogeneous inlets,
Unstrained flamelets, LES
1. Introduction
In modern engines the combustion is unduly turbulent due to the high flow ve-
locities and the requirement of fast mixing to achieve high combustion e ciency.
This mixing is imperfect in most combustion systems, so reactants are not homo-
geneously burned, like in modern gas turbine engines, where the lean premixed
combustion is only partly achieved due to short resident times and to avoid poten-
tial flashbacks or contact with the surfaces [1, 2]; or in diesel engines, where the
rich premixed combustion is surrounded by di↵usion flames [3]. These inhomo-
geneities cause local fluctuations that, in some conditions, lead to undesired local
extinctions. The correct prediction and modelling of local quenching phenomena
in inhomogeneous mixtures is thus of paramount importance for the design of
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stably-operating combustion devices.
Many experimental works have contributed to the understanding of local ex-
tinction phenomena. In turbulent non-premixed combustion as the mixing domi-
nates the flame behaviour [4] the scalar dissipation rate (SDR) of mixture fraction
has been identified as a key parameter for local extinctions [5]. When the SDR is
below a lower limit, the mixing is not fast enough for the mixture to be ignitable.
On contrary, if the SDR is above an upper limit and for a su ciently long time,
the di↵usion losses can exceed the local heat release so that reactants can leak
through the flame front causing a local extinction [6]. These views are supported
by a number of experimental, see for example [7–9] and numerical, see for ex-
ample [6, 10–12]. Also, the re-ignition was observed to occur on the lean side
which is more reactive [13, 14]. When the combustion is premixed the relation
between scalar dissipation rate and extinction is more complex. The flame prop-
agation induces strong flame/flow interaction, and mixing and turbulence can in
turn a↵ect the propagation speed. Depending on the level of this interaction the
premixed combustion is divided into the well-known regimes [15, 16]. Di↵erent
mechanisms for local extinctions have been proposed in the past under premixed
conditions. In initial works these extinctions were studied in terms of an im-
balance between chemical, ignition and flow time scales [17–19]. Owing to the
advance of diagnostic techniques, more recent experimental works (see for ex-
ample [20–25]) show that local extinctions occur when the flame front moves into
high vorticity regions in the shear layer, where the high strain rates break the flame
front allowing fresh reactant to penetrate. Numerical works (see for example [26–
28]) have also shed light in this direction. Whether this situation leads to further
local extinctions or reignition of the surrounding mixture, however, is not fully
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understood.
Large eddy simulation (LES) is becoming increasingly popular because of its
ability to capture local transient phenomena. In LES the large scales are resolved
with sub-grid scale (SGS) models to mimic the e↵ect of unresolved processes [29].
As combustion is essentially a small-scale phenomenon, i.e., the flame thickness
is usually smaller than the LES grid size, it requires sub-grid modelling. Many
combustion models are now available for LES with their own advantages and limi-
tations (see [30, 31] for a review), and among these model flamelet-based ones are
arguably still the most popular owing to their e ciency, robustness and reason-
ably good accuracy. While it is di cult to conduct a thorough review on the many
variants of the flamelet model (early contributions include [32–34], etc.), most of
these models have been validated using flames under stably burning conditions.
Exceptions exist for the Sandia flames F and E [13] where moderate and severe
local extinctions were observed, and Ihme et al. [12] successfully modelled these
flames using a flamelet/progress variable (FPV) approach [35]. It was clearly
demonstrated in [12] that the steady flamelet formulation was not able to capture
the local extinctions and including the unsteady e↵ects of the mixture fraction
scalar dissipation rate (SDR) was essential in the di↵usion flamelet calculations.
A simple interpretation recognises that the e↵ects of flow on the reactive fields
are not considered in a single steady di↵usion flamelet calculation for a fixed rep-
resentative strain rate. Consequently, for a given flammable mixture fraction the
steady flamelet model would give the same thermochemical state regardless of
the local flow conditions, which could both sustain and quench a flame depending
on the mixture fraction SDR. When it comes to premixed flamelets, however, the
argument becomes quite di↵erent. Although it has been demonstrated by many
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groups (e.g. [36–39], etc.) that the conventional di↵usion jet flames can also be
modelled using a collection of premixed flamelets with varying equivalence ra-
tios, whether the SGS straining e↵ects should be included remains as an open
question. The classical view for which stretch is most e↵ective at scales smaller
than the Gibson scale [40] has been contradicted by a number of recent works [41–
44] showing that small eddies do not have su cient energy or lifespan to impart
significant changes to the flame structure. At the resolved scales, it is arguable
that the e↵ects of flow on the flame, at least to some extent, are taken into account
through the transport equation for progress variable. However, this remains to
be shown in a LES test case where there is strong local extinction, which is the
objective for this study.
In real-life applications the combustion mode is often mixed or partially pre-
mixed [45], and the mechanisms leading to local extinctions are even more com-
plex and seldom studied. Recent experimental studies by Meares et al. [46]
and Barlow et al. [47, 48] tackled these issues by performing advanced diag-
nostics into a piloted jet flame with compositionally inhomogeneous inlets. The
Rayleigh/Raman/LIF measurements not only revealed the rich physics of local
extinctions under various conditions but also provided an extensive dataset for
model validations. The high-spatial-resolution measuring techniques used made
additional quantities available such as progress variable, joint scalar statistics as
well as dissipation rates, most of which was first of its kind. In these experi-
ments the occurrences of local extinctions along the flame surface were observed
to consistently increase with the bulk velocity. Thus, with the rich data avail-
able these experiments present a good case for assessing the capabilities of cur-
rent turbulent combustion models for predicting local extinctions in multi-regime
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flames, and to motivate further development of these models. Previous numerical
attempts include transported probability density function (PDF) with stochastic
fields [49], Lagrangian particles [50] and multi-environment [51] approaches, dif-
fusion flamelet based models [52–54], multiple mapping conditioning [55] and
hybrid approaches [56, 57]. The performance of premixed flamelet based models
remains unclear and none of these studies systematically focused on the prediction
of location extinctions.
To this end, a recently formulated model [58, 59] based on unstrained pre-
mixed flamelets is used in this work to simulate three Sydney/Sandia piloted jet
flames with inhomogeneous inlets [46, 47], namely the Lr75-57, Lr75-80 and
Lr75-103 cases. The bulk velocities correspond to 50%, 70% and 90% of the
blow-o↵ velocity respectively, allowing one to examine the model performance
with gradually increasing level of local extinctions. The combustion model used
here has been validated in a number of di↵erent regimes and configurations for
premixed [43, 60, 61] and partially-premixed [39, 58, 59, 62] combustion, which
include relatively high Karlovitz number flames. This study is the first attempt for
this model to explore a case with local extinctions. For premixed flamelets based
approaches, another issue which remains to be understood is the normalisation
of the progress variable. Both scaled (values varying from 0 to 1) and unscaled
formulations have been successfully used in the literature for various configura-
tions, despite their respective underlying assumptions. Therefore, another objec-
tive here is to shed light on this by directly comparing the LES results computed
using these two formulations. It is of particular interest to identify their advan-
tages/disadvantages in a three-stream configuration with local extinctions like the
cases investigated in the present study.
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This paper is organised as follows. The next section describes briefly the ex-
perimental burner along with its experimental setup. The LES model, subgrid
closures, numerical method and grid used, and boundary conditions employed
are described in section 3. The results are discussed subsequently followed by a
discussion. Conclusions are summarised in the final section.
2. Experimental case
A sketch of the experimental setup for the Sydney/Sandia piloted burner with
inhomogeneous inlets [46, 47] is shown in Fig. 1. The configuration consisted
0
D
Fig. 1: Schematic of the burner [46] and typical averaged photographical images of the flames
approaching blow-o↵ (percentage indicates the Ub/Ub.o. ratio).
Table 1: Experimental configurations selected for the numerical study.
Case Lr [mm] Ub [m/s] U f [m/s] Ua [m/s] Up [m/s] Ub/Ub.o.
Lr75-57 75 57 67 59.5 25.6 50%
Lr75-80 75 80 93.8 83.4 25.6 70%
Lr75-103 75 103 120.6 107.2 25.6 90%
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of a polited methane/air jet issuing into a quiescent environment at room temper-
ature of 298 K through a circular nozzle with a diameter of D = De = 7.5 mm.
Pure methane was injected into coflowing air through a concentric internal nozzle
with a diameter of Di = 4 mm, which is located upstream of the main jet exit at
a distance of Lr. The main jet nozzle is surrounded by a pilot with a diameter of
Dp = 18 mm and a 5-gas reactant mixture (C2H2, H2, CO2, N2 and air) was cho-
sen to match the burnt gas temperature and composition of stoichiometric CH4/air.
The thickness of the rims of the two concentric nozzles is of 0.25 mm and the one
for the external wall of the pilot is 0.2 mm. The burner is placed at the centre of a
squared wind tunnel of 1.5 ⇥ 1.5 m2, where air flows at 15 m/s. Among the rela-
tively large set of experimental configurations [47], only three will be considered
in this work, for which the distance between the fuel nozzle exit and the burner
entrance is Lr = 75 mm. These cases are summarized in Table 1.
The experimental system yields an incomplete mixing between fuel and air
at the burner entrance and thus these cases are interesting to explore e↵ects of
local inhomogeneities and for model validation. Moreover, the bulk velocity in
these cases increases from Ub = 57, 80 and 103 m/s, where the bulk velocity
is computed at the burner entrance using the mass flow rates of the fuel and air
streams in the channel. These velocities correspond respectively to 50%, 70%
and 90% of the blow o↵ velocity, Ub.o., observed experimentally. Their averaged
photographical images are shown in the right side of Fig. 1. Note these images
were taken for Lr = 100 mm but the qualitative behaviour is similar. It is seen that
the occurrences of local extinctions along the flame surfaces increase consistently
from the low to the high Ub configuration. Thus, these three cases are very useful
for both model validation and to further explore the LES ability to predict local
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extinction phenomena in partially premixed combustion. The velocities of fuel,
air and pilot streams are also reported in table 1. In particular, the pilot in these
three configurations is placed 4 mm ahead of the nozzle exit. As will be discussed
in more details in section 4, the pilot stream is not fully burnt which can be verified
by the high levels of CO present in the experiments near the pilot exit. Moreover,
the presence of a pilot makes the explored configuration a three-stream problem,
which poses challenges for the numerical modelling and this is discussed in the
next section.
The experimental measurements [47, 48] for the three cases include radial pro-
files of temperature, mixture fraction, velocity, major and minor species, and all
corresponding rms values for di↵erent axial locations spanning from x/D = 1
to x/D = 30, where x is the axial coordinate. More recently [48], 3D measure-
ments of the SDR of the Bilger’s mixture fraction became available, along with
measurements of an oxygen-based progress variable and various correlations be-
tween SDR and progress variable. This new set of measurements is relevant for
the analysis to be conducted in this study, as the SDR reveals further information
about the local flame structure and local extinctions. The three flames of Table 1
were observed in the experiments to be very long, with parcels of fuel still burn-
ing at about 1 m distance from the nozzle exit. Moreover, it was observed that the
combustion mode is mainly premixed in the near field region of the pilot stream
then transitions to a di↵usion mode downstream. This poses additional challenges
for the numerical modelling, but at the same time is an opportunity to gain fur-
ther understanding of the physics behind quenching. Note that flames Lr75-57
and Lr75-80 have been already simulated in a number of works discussed in the
Introduction, while for the Lr75-103 case, which is the closer to blow-o↵ condi-
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tions, the numerical attempts are rare [50]. Moreover, to the authors’ knowledge
this is the first study where SDR and progress variable measurements provided
in [48, 63] are used to support a numerical analysis of this piloted jet burner with
inhomogeneous inlet.
3. LES methodology
In the experiments [47], mixed mode combustion was observed showing pre-
mixed burning mode in the near-field and non-premixed mode in the downstream.
Thus, a combustion model considering di↵erent mode contributions is required
for the simulation of these flames. In this work, a tabulated chemistry approach
based on unstrained premixed flamelets with non-premixed mode contribution to
the subgrid reaction source term is used. This model has been validated for a wide
range of conditions in various burner configurations and the formulation is only
described briefly in this section as the elaborate details can be found in, e.g., [58]
and [59]. The standard Favre-filtered LES equations for mass, momentum and
total specific enthalpy (formation + sensible) conservation under the low-Mach
number assumption are solved. The sub-grid scale (SGS) stresses are modelled
using a transport equation for the subgrid kinetic energy ek following previous
works [58, 64]. For combustion modelling, four additional scalar transport equa-
tions are solved and these equations along with their closure models are described
next.
3.1. Combustion modelling
The reaction progress and turbulent mixing are tracked using respectively a
progress variable, c, and a mixture fraction, ⇠. The mixture fraction is defined us-
ing Bilger’s formula [65]. The filtered mixture fraction and SGS variance, e⇠ and
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 2⇠,sgs ⌘ e⇠2  e⇠
2
, are solved using their transports equations, where the unclosed
SGS scalar dissipation rate term, e ⇠,sgs, is modelled using the linear relaxation
model [30]. By contrast, the modelling of progress variable requires more care and
depends on its definition, which is much less unified compared to that for mixture
fraction. There are many ways to define the progress variable, e.g., using temper-
ature, mass fraction of a single species, or a linear combination of few species,
etc. The principle for these definitions is that the flamelet thermochemical states
mapped into the lookup table must be monotonic in the progress variable space,
and based on this requirement one could find an optimal definition as proposed
in, for example, [66] and [67] using di↵erent optimisation approaches. While
this choice of components in the definition has limited e↵ects on the turbulent
flame results (mainly lookup table interpolation errors), the considerably more in-
fluential or maybe controversial factor is the normalisation of progress variable.
This aspect is seldom discussed, especially for partially premixed combustion,
although both scaled (to unity) and unscaled progress variables are widely used
in the literature. Bray et al. [68] pointed out the potential advantages and disad-
vantages of the normalisation via intuitively examining the unclosed terms in the
progress variable transport equation derived from first principles. However, these
arguments are still yet to be validated through direct a posteriori comparison for
simulations using scaled and unscaled progress variables. Also, for the experi-
mental perspective it is preferable to define a Raman species-based normalised
progress variable [63], so that it varies from 0 to 1 between the reactants and
products regardless of the local mixture fraction. To compare with the measure-
ments, however, one does necessarily need to transport the same progress variable
during the simulation because it can be reconstructed through post-processing. In
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this study, both scaled and unscaled progress variables, denoted as S-PV and U-
PV hereafter, are explored in the LES to shed some light on the potential e↵ects
discussed above. This leads to di↵erent transport equations and closure formula-
tions, which are described in the following.
Following previous studies [58, 59, 69], the sum of CO and CO2 mass frac-
tions,  ⌘ (YCO2 + YCO), is used to define the progress variable. Depending on
whether scaled or not, in laminar unstrained premixed flames with varying mix-




or c =  , (1)
where the superscript b denotes the burnt side value. Note that the U-PV is often
denoted using Yc (see [36, 38] for example) and here c is used for conciseness.
Because both expressions show dependence on the mixture fraction, di↵erentiat-
ing them in time and space results in additional terms while deriving their exact
transport equations (see details in [68, 70]). After careful mathematical manipu-
lation and using appropriate approximations, the filtered progress variable and its
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denotes the substantial derivative, eD ⇡ eµ/0.7 is the filtered molecular
di↵usivity which is assumed to be the same for all scalars, Sct ⇡ 0.7 is the SGS
Schmidt number andeµ is the filtered dynamic viscosity computed via Sutherland’s
law. The SGS viscosity is closed as µt = Ck⇢ 
p
k, where ⇢ is the filtered density,
  is the LES filter size approximated as the cubic root of the local cell volume, k
is the SGS kinetic energy and Ck ⇡ 0.1 [29].
The reaction rate term in Eq. (2) before filtering, !̇⇤, includes the additional
derivative terms discussed earlier, and by neglecting the cross dissipation term [68,
71] it can be written as
!̇⇤ ⇡ !̇fp + !̇np
with the terms on the RHS given by







!̇fp = !̇ and !̇np = 0 for the U-PV, (4)
where !̇ is the reaction rate of  and  ⇠ ⌘ D|r⇠|2 is the mixture fraction SDR. In
terms of physical interpretation, !̇fp represents the contribution of stratified pre-
mixed combustion (with low mixture fraction SDR), and !̇np takes the form of the
di↵usion flamelet expression [32] signifying the non-premixed mode contribution.








P(⇣, ⌘) d⇣ d⌘, (5)
where ⇣ and ⌘ are sample space variables for c and ⇠ respectively, and P(⇣, ⌘)
is their SGS joint probability density function (PDF). This PDF represents the
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subgrid statistics of ⇠ and c, and is commonly approximated as a joint distribu-
tion of two independent Beta functions, P (⇣) and P (⇠). This is followed in this
study although the assumption of statistical independence is to be questioned, as
suggested by recent experimental findings [48, 63], which will be explored in
a future study. While other presumed PDFs are possible, beta functions were
shown to be preferable for LES of extinction and re-ignition problems, where
unsteady e↵ects are important [6, 72]. It is worth noting here that Beta distribu-
tion strictly requires the variable to vary from 0 to 1 and thus for the U-PV ap-
proach both the filtered value and variance have to be scaled before accessing the
flamelet lookup table. The Beta PDF for the progress variable is then calculated
as P (⇣) = P (ec/ b,  2c,sgs/ 2b), where  b is often obtained as  b(e⇠ ) implying
that the e↵ect of SGS mixture fraction variation on  b is neglected. Also, such
a scaling is somewhat ad hoc and can be problematic numerically for mixture
fraction near the flammability limits where both  and  b ! 0. For the S-PV,
however, this issue does not exist since the scaling is done prior to the LES. On
the other hand, the scaled approach can have its own issue when there is a third
stream involved such as the configuration of interest here, and this is explained in
more detail later in Section 3.4. We shall see these influences due to the scaling
of progress variable in more detail later while discussing the results in Section 4.
For the non-premixed term in Eq. (4), past studies using the S-PV have shown
that !̇np can be of the same order of !̇fp, resulting in a significant impact on the
overall reaction rate at the base of lifted jet flames [73, 74]. Thus, this term should
not be neglected generally when the S-PV is used, at least for cases where there is
strong scalar dissipation near the stoichiometry. Following previous studies [58,
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+ e ⇠,sgs is computed as sum of resolved and SGS con-
tributions. For the U-PV, this term does not appear and the progress variable
is transported like a species mass fraction. It is worth noting here that in nei-
ther approaches the non-premixed flame structure is computed directly from the
thermodynamic state of the flamelets. Instead, the large-scale mixing e↵ects are
considered through the mixture fraction (equivalence ratio for premixed flamelets)
and its subgrid PDF for the SGS level variations. Since each premixed flamelet
is computed independently, it may be inadequate to represent the detailed struc-
ture in the mixture fraction space in the limit of classical non-premixed flames.
Similarly, it is di cult to use non-premixed flamelets for purely premixed com-
bustion. In the partially premixed context, Vreman et al. [75] found that premixed
flamelets provide certain advantages in a test case similar to the present configu-
ration. Further discussion on this topic is beyond the scope here and details can
be found in [75].
The reaction related term, c !̇⇤, in Eq. (3) is computed in a manner consistent
with Eq. (5). The subgrid SDR of progress variable, e c,sgs, is modelled di↵er-
ently than the that of the mixture fraction because the combustion e↵ects must
be included [76]. A well validated algebraic expression [39, 58, 60, 61, 77] with
dynamic procedure for the model constant [78] is used for this study. It is worth
noting that this model constant varies significantly with axial position in the three
flames under investigation, which is probably due to the nature of these flames
transitioning from premixed to di↵usion mode [47]. A fixed model constant was
observed to give incorrect prediction of temperature and other quantities either up-
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stream or downstream, suggesting that the SDR of progress variable varies along
the flame in nature. More details on this point will be given in Section 4.





/eCp,e↵ , where T0 =
298.5 K is the reference temperature and eh is transported specific total enthalpy.
The filtered formation enthalpy and e↵ective heat capacity [73] at constant pres-
sure of the gas mixture, f h
0
f ,mix and eCp,e↵ , are calculated in a similar manner to
Eq. (5) and then tabulated in the lookup table. This avoids the need to tabulate
all the species mass fractions, which can cause computer memory issue for large





, where p is the modified pressure [29], eWmix is the mixture
molecular weight, which is also tabulated, and R0 is the universal gas constant.
3.2. Numerics
The OpenFOAM libraries [79] are used to solve the low-Mach number re-
acting flow equations on unstructured grids using the finite volume method with
second-order accuracy in space and time. The numerical domain, sketched in
Fig. 2, extends to 100 mm upstream of the jet exit in order to simulate the inho-
mogeneous mixing between fuel and air. The fuel nozzle exit is located at 75 mm
upstream corresponding to the Lr75 configurations in the experiments. In most
LES studies on this burner so far (e.g., [53, 55, 56]), a separate mixing simulation
was first performed for the upstream pipe (marked as mixing region in Fig. 2) and
then the pipe outflow solution was used as the inlet boundary condition for the
reacting flow simulation. Despite the complexity of handling the data consistently
from one simulation to another, this approach considerably reduces the computa-
tional cost. However, such an I/O intense simulation is not favourable for larger
cases in industrial practice. In this work, the mixing region is computed in the
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LES along with downstream reacting region as shown in Fig. 2. Both the fuel and
air flows are fully developed before entering the mixing pipe and thus accurately
prescribing their turbulence levels at the LES inlets is crucial, since the inhomoge-
neous mixing which dictates the burning mode and flame stability behaviour [46]
is largely a↵ected by the inlet turbulence of the two streams. To address this, a
synthetic eddy turbulence generator [80] is used and the details are described in
Appendix A. Note that only velocity fluctuations are imposed at the inlets as fuel
and air enter the numerical domain separately. The mixture fraction fluctuations,
i.e., compositional inhomogeneities, are generated by solving the LES equations.
The cylindrical region downstream of the nozzle exit spans 50D and 15D in
the axial and radial directions respectively. The numerical grid consists of about
Fig. 2: A sketch of the computational domain (not in scale) used for the LES.
3.2M hexahedral cells with most of them clustered near the nozzle exit and in
the shear layer. There are 88 cells spanning the nozzle diameter, non-uniformly
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spaced to accumulate close to the walls and at the interface between fuel and
air inlets. A grid sensitivity analysis was performed using three additional grids
respectively having 2.2, 3.2 and 8M elements, mainly di↵ering in the region of
the pipe where the mixing happens. Although all three test grids satisfy Pope’s
criterion for turbulent kinetic energy [29], the analysis showed that the coarser grid
(2.2M) are unsatisfactory in predicting the correct level of mixing upstream, which
was verified by comparing results for mixture fraction with the experimental data
close to the nozzle exit. No significant di↵erence was observed between the 8M
and 3.2M grid results and thus the latter is used.
According to the experimental data, flat velocity profiles of 15 and 25.6 m/s
are given at the coflow and pilot inlets respectively. Mixture fraction is specified
to be 0 for the air streams, 1 for the fuel stream and stoichiometric (0.55) in the
pilot stream. The progress variable is zero for all inlets except for the pilot, where
it has the value of 1 for S-PV approach or  b(⇠st) for the U-PV approach. The
measurements at x/D = 1 indicate that the pilot mixture slightly deviates from
the fully burnt condition in the experiments and the sensitivity of LES results to
this pilot boundary condition is detailed in the Supplementary Material. Standard
far field and pressure outlet conditions are used for the side and outlet bound-
aries, respectively. A two-layer wall function model [81] is employed for the wall
boundaries. Each simulation took about 24 hours using 240 processors on a wall
clock for 12 flow-through-time (estimated using 30D/Ub), of which the last 6 were
used to collect the statistics.
3.3. Flamelet table
The flamelet reaction rate, !̇(c, ⇠), is obtained from unstrained planar laminar
premixed flames with ⇠ spanning the entire flammability limits for atmospheric
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methane-air combustion. These flamelets are computed using PREMIX [82] and
GRI-Mech 3.0 mechanism. The formation enthalpy, e↵ective heat capacity and
molecular mass of the mixture are computed consistently with Eq. (5) and are
also included in the lookup table. The filtered reaction rate is zero outside the
flammability limits whereas the other quantities are linearly interpolated to the air
and fuel values [74]. For the lookup table, uniformly spaced 100 and 50 points are
used for 0  ec  1 (0  ec   b for the U-PV approach) and 0   2c,sgs  ec (1  ec)
spaces respectively, and 200 points are used for 0  e⇠  1 with refinement within
the flammability limits. Following [58], 15 points concentrated near 0 are used





3.4. Management of the three-stream problem
At the interface between the pilot and the air coflow stream, reactions can-
not occur because air is mixed with burnt mixture. However, the S-PV approach
described earlier can still give reactions because the mixture is within the flamma-
bility limits and the progress variable is lower than 1 because it has been diluted
by the coflowing air stream. In other words, the described model cannot dis-
tinguish whether the progress variable has intermediate value because of actual
combustion or simple mixing between burned gases and air. One potential way to
overcome this issue is to use an unscaled progress variable and the U-PV approach
introduced in section 3.1. This is because the unscaled progress variable is more
directly linked with the adiabatic temperature and mixing in partially premixed
situations as described in [83]. At the pilot/coflow interface mixture fraction and
progress variable are subject to the same amount of mixing (at least when Schmidt
numbers are the same), and thus the unscaled progress variable is reduced (from
the pilot to the coflow) proportionally to the reduction in mixture fraction so that
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the burnt state remains the same. This is not the case for a scaled progress variable
where the decrease from the unitary value to a smaller value unavoidably implies
a change of burning state. This peculiarity of the U-PV approach is tested in this
work.
To avoid the spurious reactions in the air-coflow/pilot mixing layer, a fuel
tracker is used for the S-PV approach. The filtered fuel mass fraction, eYCH4 is
transported with its consumption rate tabulated in the lookup table. Zero value
of eYCH4 is specified for the air inlet, pilot and coflow boundaries, and unity is
given for the fuel inlet. Therefore, the non-reacting pilot/coflow mixing layer
can be distinguished from the reacting pilot/jet mixing layer depending on the
presence of fuel: if eYCH4 > 0, the reaction rate source terms in Eqs. (2) (3) and the
thermochemical state are obtained from the lookup table; otherwise, the reaction
rate is set to be 0 and the other properties are computed using a simple mixing
rule:   = ec p + (1  ec) air, where  p and  air are the values of   in the pilot and
coflow streams respectively. It is worth noting that without the treatment described
above involving the fuel tracker and mixing rule, the pilot stream was found to be
unstable showing large Kelvin-Helmholtz vortices flapping along the coflow/pilot
interface. Consequently, this resulted in completely incorrect predictions in the
region 1 < x/D < 10 where the pilot e↵ects are critical.
4. Results and discussion
4.1. General flame trends & combustion modes
In the experimental works [46–48] the flame was observed to propagate in a
stratified, inhomogeneous mixture close to the pilot region. This behaviour was
also seen in the numerical work [53] arguing that the inhomogeneous inlets place
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flammable, near-stoichiometric pockets close to the pilot. Moving downstream
the flame was observed to transition into a di↵usion mode. Moreover, e↵ects of
di↵erential di↵usion were hypothesised [48] in this region.














Fig. 3: Mid-plane contours of instantaneous premixed reaction rate contribution !̇fp for cases(a)
Lr75-57, (b) Lr75-80 and (c) Lr75-103. White iso-line indicates stoichiometric mixture fraction.
The combustion model with S-PV approach used in this study distinguishes
between premixed and non-premixed combustion modes of the reaction rate, see
Eq. (4), and thus these two contributions from the LES can be compared. Instan-
taneous contours of premixed and non-premixed contributions to the reaction rate
of progress variable for the three cases in Table 1 are shown in Figs. 3 and 4
respectively. It is worth recalling from Eq. (6) that the non-premixed contribution
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Fig. 4: Mid-plane contours of instantaneous non-premixed reaction rate contribution !̇np for
cases(a) Lr75-57, (b) Lr75-80 and (c) Lr75-103. White iso-line indicates stoichiometric mixture
fraction.
does not represent the reaction rate which one would have in a di↵usion flame,
but rather a correction term for the reaction rate to account for non-premixed
combustion e↵ects. Thus, this term can take both positive and negative values.
For all three cases, the flame observed in Fig. 3 is very long with reactions oc-
curring throughout the domain plotted. No spurious reactions are present at the
pilot/coflow interface, suggesting that the three-stream problem is correctly han-
dled in the modelling. A careful examination of Figs. 3 and 4 can further lead to
the following observations:
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• the flame is lifted and the lift-o↵ height increases with the bulk velocity as
one would expect. This could not be observed in the experiments as it is
masked by the pilot. At the flame base, within 2D after the jet exit, the
reaction appears mainly in the lean side of stoichiometry.
• the combustion mode transition observed in the experiments [47], from
stratified premixed to di↵usion mode within 10D downstream of the jet
exit, is also shown in the simulations for all three cases. As marked in
Fig. 3b using a red circle, the reaction layer in the upstream stratified pre-
mixed burning region does not necessarily follow the stoichiometric mixture
fraction iso-line and most reactions occur in the rich side suggesting a rich
premixed burning mode, which is consistent with the experimental observa-
tions (see Fig. 11). This behaviour is also seen for the other two flames in
Figs. 3a and 3c. Moving towards downstream, after approximately 10D the
reaction zone falls closely within the vicinity of the stoichiometry as in a
typical di↵usion jet flame. As the jet bulk velocity increases, this transition
seems to happen earlier, i.e., more upstream in the flame, which is probably
due to the shorter pilot in the high velocity flames (see detailed discussion
later for Fig. 5);
• in Fig. 4 the non-premixed contribution to the filtered reaction rate is ob-
served to have a maximum which is an order of magnitude smaller than
that of its premixed counterpart in Fig. 3. It is interesting to note that
from the rich premixed to non-premixed mode the value of !̇np experiences
a sign change from predominantly positive to negative. This implies that
this term could be a potential combustion mode indicator in addition to the
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convectional Takeno flame index [84];
4.2. Flame structure
The two approaches described in section 3.2, S-PV and U-PV, are compared
with experimental data for validation purposes and to further describe the structure
of the flame. Only representative quantities are shown here and a comprehensive
comparison for velocity, major and minor species is available in the Supplemen-
tary Material. While most past numerical studies had a smaller domain of interest
(up to 15 or 20D), the entire measurement range is covered for a thorough com-
parison here using four locations: x/D = 1, 5, 15 and 30. It is worth noting that
the pilot stream has a significant impact on the prediction of first and second or-
der statistics of the flames under investigation. This is because the flame is lifted,
as observed in Fig. 3, and thus the length of the pilot stream will determine the
correct anchoring of the flame, consequently a↵ecting the statistics. This is com-
plicated by the fact that the interface between pilot and coflowing air exhibits some
sort of flapping which could be a combination of Kelvin-Helmoltz and Rayleigh-
Taylor instabilities due to the di↵erences in both velocity and density between the
two streams. The length of the flapping behaviour seems to be dependent on the
jet bulk velocity as shown in Fig. 5. Since the pilot and coflow velocities remain
unchanged as the configuration changes from Lr75-57 to Lr75-103, the increase
in the Ub results in a shorter pilot and to some extent enhances the flapping. Thus,
the correct prediction of this instability is important for correctly predicting the
region near the pilot, given the lifted nature of the flame. This behaviour is only
discussed here because of its relevance for the prediction of statistics, while its
causes are still unclear and will be a subject worthy of further numerical and ex-
perimental investigations.
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Fig. 5: Mid-plane contours of temperature in the region near the pilot for cases Lr75-103 (left) and
Lr75-57 (right).
4.2.1. Comparison of main statistics
Figure 6 shows measured and computed results of Bilger’s mixture fraction [65].
Density-weighted measurements both from [47] and [48] are shown to compare
with the LES results from the U-PV and S-PV approaches. The correct prediction
of this quantity is essential for the inhomogeneous cases investigated, as varia-
tion of mixture fraction substantially a↵ect the temperature field. As shown in the
figure both LES approaches predict mean and rms statistics with very good accu-
racy. The predictions from the two approaches are very similar because mixture
fraction is only indirectly a↵ected by the di↵erent combustion modelling through
the temperature (or density) field. Here the computed penetration of the jet core
(see centreline value at r = 0) is in excellent agreement with the measurement.
This is to be compared with the numerical studies (e.g., [52, 85]) using sepa-
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Fig. 6: Radial profiles of mixture fraction and its rms from experiment (mean: • [47], • [48]; rms:
⇤ [47], ⇤ [48]) are compared to LES results (S-PV, and U-PV, ) at various axial locations.
jet penetration is considerably overestimated although the near-field mixing is ac-
curately captured. This is because the hybrid RANS/LES approach used here for
the upstream mixing (described in Appendix A) o↵ers a physically more consis-
tent modelling for the evolution of the compositional inhomogeneity in both the
upstream pipe and downstream jet flows. Here the rms is also very well predicted
as compared to the measurements in [48], which are generally higher than those
measured earlier in [47] especially for large radial positions. This di↵erence in
the measurement data could be related to a slight di↵erence between the two set
of experiments in the vertical misalignment (a small vertical misalignment of the
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Fig. 7: Radial profiles of temperature and its rms from experiment (mean: • [47], • [48]; rms:
⇤ [47], ⇤ [48]) are compared to LES results (S-PV, and U-PV, ) at various axial locations.
burner could cause asymmetry in boundary layer development along the exterior
of the burner, which would alter shear layer development between coflow air and
pilot products). Nevertheless, the mixing fields from the two sets of measure-
ments [47, 48] are also very similar, and both show good agreement with the com-
putational results. This lends the support for the examination of the combustion
model performance, which is discussed next.
The mean and rms temperature profiles are compared with the experimental
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data in Fig. 7 in a similar manner to Fig. 6. Di↵erently from the mixture frac-
tion and except for the x/D = 1 location, the temperature measurements in [48]
di↵er significantly from those in [47] for radial positions r > 6 mm. The overall
trend is that the temperature distribution measured in [48] for the non-reacting
coflow/pilot layer is shifted towards the outer regions at x/D = 5 while the peak
temperature and its radial position remains almost the same. This is likely to be
related to the shear layer instability discussed earlier in Fig. 5, which was quite
sensitive to the vertical alignment in the experiments resulting in a very di↵erent
penetration of the pilot. Consequently, the downstream reaction was significantly
a↵ected and the stronger pilot penetration supports the flame further downstream
in [48] leading to a higher peak mean temperature at x/D = 15 for all three
flames, compared with that measured in [47]. It should also be noted that less lo-
cation extinctions were observed in [48] which could also contribute to the higher
temperatures in the downstream. Interestingly, a very similar di↵erence is found
between the two sets of LES results using U-PV and S-PV approaches. Although
both LES results show a good overall agreement with the measurements, the U-
PV model gives a outwardly shifted temperature distribution at the downstream
locations, x/D = 5, 15 and 30. Similar to the experimental shift, the computed
peak temperature also increases at the two location from the S-PV to U-PV. How-
ever, despite the coincidental match with experiments, this shift is unlikely to be a
pilot e↵ect due to geometrical arrangement since exactly the same numerical grid
and boundary conditions are used for the two models. Instead, the change in the
numerical results is related to the di↵erent normalisation procedures used for the
U-PV and S-PV approaches.
Figure 8 compares the typical mid-plane contours of the normalised progress
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variable using the two models at arbitrarily chosen times for the Lr75-80 case.
Here it is worth recalling that in the S-PV approach the normalised progress vari-
able is transported using Eq. (2), whereas normalisation is performed after solving
the unscaled equation usingec/ b(e⇠) for the U-PV. When the mixture fraction ap-
proaches the flammability limits,  b(e⇠) becomes very small, which gives rise to
substantial numerical errors. This is particularly problematic on the lean side of
the flame as can be seen in Fig. 8a, where large values are present outside the
lean flammability limit. By contrast, the S-PV approach gives a physically con-
sistent distribution of the normalised progress variable with the correct bounded-
ness. Indeed, one may argue that since the normalised progress variable in the
U-PV approach is only used for looking up the table, the variation of the tabulated
quantities is small near the flammability limits and thus an overestimated progress
variable in these regions has a limited e↵ect on the LES solution. This is only
true for the reaction rate source term while significant deviation can occur for the
thermochemical quantities (filtered formation enthalpy and e↵ective heat capac-
ity) and thus the temperature. When the flame is burning with a strong support
from the pilot, for example at x/D = 1 and 5, this e↵ect is negligible and the
two models give very similar results for all three cases. However, as the pilot
is diluted (the burnt gas becomes leaner) by the air coflow in the downstream,
the normalised progress variable for table lookup is over-estimated in the U-PV
approach (see Fig. 8a), which enhances the downstream burning. This explains
the higher lean-side mean temperature given by the U-PV for the downstream lo-
cations x/D = 15 and 30 observed earlier in Fig. 7. Furthermore, evident local
extinction holes are seen in Fig. 8b for the S-PV between x/D = 15 and 20 as
in the experiments [46, 47] but none can be observed for the U-PV in Fig. 8a.
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Fig. 8: Mid-plane snapshot of normalised progress variable computed using the (a) U-PV and (b)
S-PV approaches for the Lr75-80 case.
This implies that the two approach may have di↵erent capabilities of capturing
the local extinction behaviours, which is discussed further in later sections.
Some under-predictions of mean temperature are observed at x/D = 5 for all
three cases on the pilot side (r > 6 mm), which may be partly caused by the in-
stability discussed in Fig. 5. As one moves downstream, both LES approaches
tend to over-predict the temperature. This is more evident at x/D = 30 for the
Lr75-103 case, which has 90% of the blow-o↵ velocity. At the same location
both LES approaches under-predict the oxygen in respect to measurements (see
Supplementary Material), thus suggesting a faster burning in respect to the exper-
iment. For the other cases the LES results match the measurements very well or
show some over-predictions for r > 10 mm depending on the measurement set
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they are compared to. Overall, the LES results show good accuracy both in terms
of mean and rms temperature, with moderate to intense local extinctions occurring
in these flames. This suggests that the simple unstrained flamelet model is able
to predict first and second order statistics independently of these occurrences, and
this aspect will be investigated in more details in the next sections.
4.2.2. Comparison of CO mass fraction
To further assess the model abilities to capture the flame structure, CO mass
fraction from LES and experiments are compared in Fig. 9. Predictions from U-
PV and S-PV approaches are very similar to each other at all locations for all three
cases except x/D = 5. At this location the U-PV approach prediction is slightly
closer to the experimental results. In particular, a bump is observed at r ⇡ 8 mm
for the S-PV approach, which is not seen in the results for the U-PV approach.
This bump is produced numerically at the pilot/coflow interface as mentioned ear-
lier in Section 3 and suggests that a weak, spurious flame is still present for the
S-PV approach. Moreover, the bump is more evident for the smaller velocity case,
Lr75-57, which shows the stronger instability at the interface as seen in Fig. 5. As
under-estimation of temperature was also observed at the same axial and radial
locations, these di↵erences suggest a strong influence of the pilot/coflow interface
on the results. Another interesting aspect is observed for x/D = 1. LES results
at this location compare well with measurements up to r ⇡ 4 mm (main jet/pilot
interface), with the S-PV showing better estimation than the U-PV approach, but
both significantly under-predict CO for larger r values corresponding to the pilot
region. As the experimental values are above equilibrium and mixture fraction
at the same location was well predicted by the LES, this suggest that the 5-gases
pilot mixture in the experiment is not fully burnt and further reactions are still
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Fig. 9: Radial profiles of CO mass fraction from experiment (• [47], • [48]) are compared to LES
results (S-PV, and U-PV, ) at various axial locations.
occurring downstream. Although a strong e↵ect is not expected at the jet/pilot
interface, this incomplete burning may a↵ect the reaction-di↵usion processes at
the pilot/coflow interface. It is possible that this in turn a↵ects the instability ob-
served in Fig. 5 and thus partly explains the di↵erences observed for temperature
between LES and experimental data at the next downstream locations. Never-
theless, further investigations are needed to understand the instability at the pi-
lot/coflow interface. One way to quantify this instability is to measure the pilot
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penetration height (where the pilot stream merges with the main jet), which can
be used for LES validation. This can be explored in a future study. At further
downstream locations, x/D = 15 and x/D = 30, the LES tends to over-estimate
the CO in respect to measurements, and this over-estimation increases from case
Lr75-57 to Lr75-103. These over-predictions are expected from a flamelet model
and better predictions could be achieved by using a transport equation, which is
not the focus of this study. Another source of error could be related to the tabula-
tion method used. As has been reported by Wu and Ihme [56], premixed flamelets
tend to give higher CO concentration than non-premixed flamelets even though
the mixture fraction and temperature predictions are similar. This is also found in
the present study as CO concentration is well captured in the upstream premixed
burning region but significantly over-estimated in the downstream where the non-
premixed mode is dominant. Nevertheless, the present LES predicts the correct
qualitative behaviour and the maximum over-prediction is less than 2.5 times the
value from experiment, observed for case Lr75-103 at x/D = 30.
In summary, the following points are made for the prediction of the statistical
features of the flames simulated: i) overall good agreement with the measure-
ments is obtained for both LES approaches used; ii) for the three-stream problem,
the U-PV approach naturally avoids the spurious flame at the pilot/coflow inter-
face, whereas additional treatment (tracking the fuel) is required for the S-PV; iii)
the pilot penetration is over-predicted by the U-PV leading to higher mean tem-
perature estimation in the downstream; and iv) evident local extinction spots are
seen for the S-PV but not for the U-PV approach. With the current data available,
however, it is di cult to assess which of the two numerical approaches, S-PV
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and U-PV, is preferable in a general sense. The latter seems to better interpret
the physics at the pilot/coflow interface and deal with the three-stream problem.
However, it seems quite problematic for partially premixed flames burning over
the entire flammable range, because scaling the progress variable on the fly for ta-
ble lookup causes significant numerical errors near the flammability limits, which
has a major impact on the downstream flame local extinction behaviour. This is
further demonstrated in the Supplementary Material. Since here the focus of this
study is on the prediction of local extinctions, the S-PV approach is chosen for the
analysis in the following sections to showcase the capabilities of flamelet models
in this aspect.
4.3. Analysis of local extinctions
The overall good agreement observed for the comparisons with statistics in the
previous section (also see Supplementary Material) suggests that the unstrained
flamelet model used for this study is able, at least for what concerns main statis-
tics, to partly take into account the e↵ect of local extinctions. These have in fact
been observed in the experiment for all three flames of Table 1, and the number
of occurrences increase with the bulk velocity.
The presence of a local extinction can be qualitatively identified by appearance
of ‘holes’ where the reaction zone suddenly becomes spatially discontinuous. The
presence of such a hole can be spotted in the bottom branch of flame Lr75-103 in
Fig. 3, at about x/D = 8. A better assessment can be done by investigating OH
mass fraction contours as these are indicative of reaction zones. OH experimen-
tal data is unfortunately not available for the specific flames under investigation.
However, this data is available for a similar experimental configuration [46] with
a larger mixing distance of Lr = 100 mm (see Fig. 1a) and three flames (shown
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Fig. 10: Midplane contours of OH mass fraction from LES for the three cases of Table 1 are
compared to experimental contours [47] for three flames having the same blow-o↵ velocity ratio
Ub/Ub.o. and a similar configuration.
in Fig. 1b) having the same blow o↵ velocity ratio Ub/Ub.o. of those in Table 1.
Thus, a qualitative comparison between LES results and measurements is possi-
ble for the purposes of this analysis. This comparison is shown in Fig. 10. For
the 50% blow-o↵ case (left in the figure), the flame does not exhibit extinctions
up to x/D ⇡ 12 and the LES results compare qualitatively well with those from
experiment, although the OH zone in the LES looks shorter in the radial direc-
tion. Clear presence of extinctions is observed for more downstream position in
the experiment. However, local extinctions are not seen for x/D > 12 in the LES.
For the 70% blow-o↵ case (centre in the figure) evident local extinctions occur
already from x/D ⇡ 9, and they are clearly observable also in the LES data. For
more downstream locations (x/D > 12) the OH distribution appears to be very in-
termittent in both LES and experimental results as compared to the 50% blow-o↵
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Fig. 11: Scatter plots of temperature versus mixture fraction from LES (S-PV) and experiment [47]
are shown for the three flames of Table 1 at various axial locations. Circles represent the condi-
tional mean values and vertical dashed lines indicate the stoichiometric mixture fraction.
case. For further increase of blow-↵ ratio (90%, right in the figure) local extinc-
tions start to occur even more upstream as one would expect, x/D < 8, and this
trend is again captured by the LES. For axial locations x/D > 8 the OH zone be-
comes very distributed in the experiment. Clear indications of local extinctions is
observed also for the LES in this case; however, the flame structure appears to be
more ‘robust’, i.e., the contour patches are less broken compared to experiment,
although this could be partly attributed to particular realisations of the LES and
measurement data.
The above analysis shows that the unstrained flamelet model is able to pre-
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dict, at least qualitatively, occurrences of local extinctions, and the reasons for
this will be discussed in the next section. A more quantitative analysis can be
performed by examining the scatter plots of temperature versus mixture fraction.
These are shown and compared to experimental data in Fig. 11 for the three flames
in Table 1. The first observable point in this figure is that compared with other lo-
cations, at x/D = 1 the rich-side distribution of experimental scatters is quite
di↵erent showing a vertical transition from high to low temperatures. This is seen
for all three flames indicating a premixed burning mode, as opposed to the non-
premixed behaviour of gradual temperature decrease towards larger mixture frac-
tion at the downstream locations. For the LES results, a generally larger scatter in
the mixture fraction space is observed, which is partly due to the filtering nature
of LES. The vertical transition at x/D = 1 is less obvious but still observable, and
the downstream switching to non-premixed mode is also captured in the LES.
Local extinctions can be identified Fig. 11 by points at relatively low temper-
ature around the stoichiometric line, as the temperature unavoidably drops at an
extinction spot. For all three flames, local extinctions become very frequent only
for x/D > 5 , which is consistent with the analyses conducted in the previous
sections. The LES data compare very well to experimental data for x/D = 1 and
x/D = 5, although it exhibits more scatter on the rich side. On the lean side
the scatter is very low in both LES and experiment, but the LES temperature in
the T   ⇠ plot starts with a convex angle rather than concave as for the exper-
iment, which may be due to di↵erential di↵usion e↵ects not taken into account
in the LES. At more downstream positions presence of relatively low tempera-
tures near the stoichiometric line (and thus increasing scatter) is indicated by the
LES results for all flames, with an increasing tendency as the velocity approaches
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blow o↵ (Lr75-57 to Lr75-103 cases), and thus the correct qualitative behaviour
is captured in the LES. However, occurrences of local extinction are significantly
fewer than in the experiments, which is particularly evident for the Lr75-103 case
(90% blow-o↵ speed) as indicated by the higher conditional mean temperatures at
x/D = 15 and 30 in the LES. This is also consistent with the behaviour observed
in Fig. 10 for the same flame. Similar results (not shown) were observed using
a refined mesh, eliminating the potential grid dependency of local extinctions.
Thus, it suggests that although the LES approach used here can reproduce the
occurrence of local extinctions and the qualitative trend with increasing bulk ve-
locity, it still has limitations when a quantitative assessment is performed. This is
further discussed in the next section. The lower level of local extinctions observed
here in the LES explains the over-estimated downstream temperature seen earlier
in Fig. 7 for the Lr75-80 and Lr75-103 cases.
The experimental datasets [47, 48] also present estimation of a burning index.
This was defined as
BI(x) =
*





where Tu and Tb are unburnt and burnt temperatures being 294 and 2100 K re-
spectively, and the brackets indicate a sectional average at a fixed axial position.
This quantity was averaged using only bins within 0.058 < ⇠ < 0.068 in order to
include only reacting values in the average. Only the rich side was considered to
exclude the pilot gases (at stoichiometry) and low-temperature non-reacting mix-
ture of pilot gas and coflow air from the lean side. The same burning index is
computed form the LES results and compared to measurements in Fig. 12. The
the low values of BI observed for x/D < 5 are not due to local extinctions but
the unreacted mixtures [47] in the main jet flow. The LES results compare well to
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Fig. 12: Comparisons of burning index, computed using Eq. (7), form LES and experiments [48].
measurements at these locations. As one moves downstream, all three cases of Ta-
ble 1 show a decrease of BI, indicating that local extinctions occur between about
5 and 20D. Further downstream the flame reignites leading to an increase of BI
and this is seen for all three cases. The BI decreases more for flames having higher
blow-o↵ ratio as one would expect, and measurements show that a local minimum
occurs at about x/D = 20, suggesting that most of the extinctions occur around
this axial location. This decrease-then-increase trend is qualitatively captured in
the LES for all three cases. However, the position of the local minimum seems
to occur earlier in the LES. In particular, for case Lr75-103 having 90% blow-o↵
velocity, the LES significantly over-predicts the BI for x/D > 15. This may be
partly due to the fact that the LES uses a database of premixed flamelets while
the balance is very much in favour of the non-premixed mode downstream as ob-
served in the experiments [47] and discussed in section 4.1. The other reasons is
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associated with limitations of unstrained flamelets in predicting local extinctions,
which is further discussed in the next section.
5. Discussion
The analysis carried out in section 4.2 shows that the unstrained flamelet ap-
proach used in this work is able to predict the first and second order flame statis-
tics with good accuracy for the partially premixed jet flames with inhomogeneous
inlets listed in Table 1. This is with the strong local extinctions occurring fre-
quently for x/D > 5 [47] in the Lr75-80 and Lr75-103 cases, implying that the
LES model used here performs quite well in presence of extinctions. The largest
discrepancies were observed for x/D = 5 and x/D = 30, see for example the
temperature comparison in Fig. 7. In the first case the di↵erences are caused by
the instability at the pilot/coflow interface, as discussed in section 4.2, rather than
the mis-prediction of local extinctions because local extinction is not significant
at this position. In the second case, by contrast, local extinctions are evident es-
pecially for the case Lr75-103. The less severe local extinction in the LES can
explain the over-prediction of temperature observed at x/D = 30, and the cor-
responding under-prediction of oxygen (see Supplementary Material). However,
the analysis conducted in section 4.3 shows that the simple unstrained flamelet
model used here is able to capture qualitatively local extinctions, but with some
quantitative limitation which is observed for case Lr75-103, the closest to blow-o↵
condition. This suggests that the amount of local extinctions is not increasing at
the correct rate as in the experiment. As a consequence, the model used is unable
to predict the complete blow-o↵ at the measured bulk velocity. This was verified
by performing additional LES (not shown) with the ratios of Ub/Ub.o. = 100%,
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120% and 150%. For all these cases no blow-o↵ was observed in the LES, al-
though the extent of local extinctions was observed to increase. Also, for higher
speed cases the non-premixed mode can be more dominant at downstream posi-
tions, for which the thermochemical state may not be accurately represented by
the premixed flamelets. Note that the corresponding computed mixture fraction
agrees well with experimental data in Fig. 6 because mixture fraction is a passive
scalar and can only be indirectly a↵ected by the burning mode via density vari-
ations. Despite this limitation, it is surprising that a simple unstrained flamelet
model can at least qualitatively predict occurrences of local extinctions before the
flame quenching. Possible reasons for this are discussed next.
Both experimental works in [47] and [48] show that the scalar dissipation rate
(SDR) of mixture fraction plays a fundamental role in the formation of local ex-
tinctions, independently of the progress variable SDR. Thus, this gives a chance
to the model used to predict the local extinctions despite subgrid processes on
the flame such as strain are not taken into account. Di↵erently from the progress
variable, the SGS processes associated with mixture fraction are relatively small
and thus the LES may be capturing the correct physics at the resolved level. To
demonstrate this, three-dimensional measurements of mixture fraction SDR avail-
able in the experimental dataset in [48] are compared to the computed SDR in
Fig. 13. Both the resolved and the total (resolved plus SGS contribution estimated
using linear relaxation model) SDR from LES are shown. Note that the di↵usion
constant was estimated in the experiment as (expression gives CGS units)







and thus an additional curve is shown (only for the Lr75-80 case) to assess its ef-
fect as compared to the results obtained using the di↵usion constant from the LES.
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Fig. 13: Radial profiled of mixture fraction scalar dissipation rate (SDR) from experiment [48]
(symbols) are compared to those from LES (lines) at di↵erent axial locations.
As can be observed in the figure, using the estimated constant leads to slightly
lower SDR values as compared to the total SDR, and thus e↵ect of di↵usion coef-
ficient is negligible. The LES predicts the correct SDR behaviour in the flammable
region at all positions for all three flames. A reasonably good agreement is also
seen towards the rich region in the jet core, i.e., ⇠ > 0.1 except for the last down-
stream position at x/D = 30 where the SDR is significantly over-predicted for
all three cases. This is probably due to the generally over-estimated temperature
leading to higher di↵usion coe cient at this position. It is noticeable that the
SGS contribution to the SDR of mixture fraction seems to play an important role
at x/D = 15 (where local extinctions occur) in particular for the higher veloc-
ity case, Lr75-103. Besides, for all three flames considerable under-prediction
of SDR is seen in near field at x/D = 1 and 5 for ⇠ > 0.2. As temperature in
this region is captured well (see Fig. 7), this deviation is attributed to the SGS
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model for the unresolved mixture fraction SDR. Nevertheless, first and second
order statistics of mixture fraction shown in Fig. 6 show a very good agreement
between LES and experiment, suggesting that these di↵erences in the SDR do not
a↵ect the statistics. However, this also suggests that the reason behind the LES
model being able to predict qualitatively the local extinctions has deeper roots.
As the SGS contribution at x/D = 15 is significantly stronger for flame Lr75-103
than for the other flames in Fig. 13, which seems to be correlated with a stronger
under-prediction of temperature at the same location (see Fig. 7), it is more likely
that the model ability of predicting local extinctions is attributed to the resolved
scales. For instance, the resolved strain can influence the flame through filtered
progress variable equation and change the burning rate. Also, the SGS SDR of
mixture fraction (modelled) plays a role in the model via the subgrid variance
equation. However, whether there is a mechanism within this simple unstrained
model that dictates the local extinction in LES, and what are the possible e↵ects
of SGS strain and non-premixed thermochemical state, are unclear at this stage.
Further analyses on the SDR are given next to shed more light on this.
Figure 14 shows the probability density function of mixture fraction SDR for
various axial locations for cases Lr75-80 and Lr75-103. The PDFs are normalised
by their maximum for easiness of comparison. It can be seen that the peak posi-
tion is well captured for all axial locations, except for x/D = 5 where it is over-
predicted. Since at this position local extinctions are not dominant, this behaviour
is probably related to the pilot e↵ect discussed in section 4.2. At downstream po-
sitions, x/D = 15 and x/D = 30, the LES predicts the correct PDF shape and the
peak position is also very well captured. This may explain why the main statistics








































Fig. 14: PDFs (normalised by their maximum value) of total (resolved+SGS) mixture fraction
scalar dissipation rate,  ⇠ (unit s 1), from experiment (symbols) are compared to PDFs obtained
from LES.
than those in the experiment for both flames and at all locations. This implies
that o↵-centred events are much less likely to happen in the LES as compared to
the experiments. Higher-than-average SDR events are under-predicted in the LES
as observed for x/D = 15 and 30 in the figure, although the computed mean is
generally larger than the measured one for large SDR values in Fig. 13. These
comparisons indicate that the local high SDR events could not be resolved in the





















Fig. 15: PDFs (normalised by their maximum value) of total (resolved+SGS) mixture fraction
scalar dissipation rate,  ⇠ (unit s 1), are shown for the regions 0 < x/D < 5 ( ) and x/D > 5
( ) for cases Lr75-80 and Lr75-103 of Table 1.
Since high SDRs extinguish the flame (from the S-curve), their fewer occurrences
in the LES may explain the under-predicted local extinctions at these axial posi-
tions.
As local extinctions start to occur frequently for x/D > 5, PDFs of  ⇠ from
LES for the regions 0 < x/D < 5 and x/D > 5 are examined separately in
Fig. 15. First of all,  ⇠ generally increases with the bulk velocity and this is
expected because of higher gradients of mixture fraction for the Lr75-103 case
(less homogeneous mixing due to smaller residence time). For the Lr75-80 case
with 70% of the blow-o↵ velocity, there is no significant change in the spacial
behaviour of SDR before and after x/D = 5; however, a noticeable shift towards
lower values is observed as one moves downstream for the Lr75-103 case. This
is because, as the level of local extinction increases, the lower temperature field
results in reduced scalar di↵usivity and thus a shift in the PDF towards lower  ⇠
values. However, since the same behaviour is not observed for the lower blow-
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o↵ ratio case, additional e↵ects may be accompanying the occurrence of local
extinctions when the flame approaches blow-o↵.
The above analysis indicates that the unstrained flamelet model may be ca-
pable of capturing local extinctions when the processes related to the mixture
fraction SDR are captured, at least for what concerns the resolved scales. This
further suggests that, although the linear relaxation model used for e ⇠,sgs yields
correct statistics, improvements of this modelling could potentially lead to bet-
ter predictions in presence of local extinctions. However, the analysis conducted
above assumes that the mixture fraction SDR is the principal quantity responsible
for local extinctions for the investigated cases, which follows from observations
in the experimental work [47]. The flamelet modelling used for this work does
not consider the subgrid e↵ect of strain on the flame. Although this was shown
to be small for stable flames and well-resolved LES [43, 44], it is likely to play a
role in close to blow-o↵ conditions and further analyses will be conducted on this
in a future study. Moreover, it was assumed that the SDR of the progress variable
does not influence significantly the local extinctions. Although strong correlation
between progress variable and mixture fraction is not expected at the SGS level,
the latter can be still indirectly a↵ected by the progress variable.
6. Summary & Conclusions
A LES model based on unstrained premixed flamelets and with a revised for-
mulation for the SGS variance of progress variable has been employed to simu-
late three partially premixed flames having 50%, 70% and 80% blow-o↵ velocity
respectively. Two formulations using scaled and unscaled progress variable, re-
ferred to as S-PV and U-PV respectively, are compared with experimental mea-
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surements extensively to investigate their capabilities of capturing the multi-mode
flame structure and location extinctions. A hybrid RANS/LES method is used
to deal with the turbulent inlet boundary conditions and the upstream inhomoge-
neous mixing is captured very well for all three cases. Further analyses are con-
ducted to assess the ability of the modelling to predict local extinctions observed
in the experiments. The main findings of this work are summarised as follows.
• The LES results obtained using both the S-PV and U-PV approaches show
good agreement with the measurements for the statistics of a wide range
of flame/flow quantities. The flame structure is well captured for all three
cases simulated in presence of low, moderate and high occurrences of local
extinctions. The most significant deviations are observed for two distinct
axial locations x/D = 5 and x/D = 30 for di↵erent reasons. Further ex-
amination of the results reveals that the deviation at x/D = 5 is mainly at-
tributed to a flow instability residing in the shear layer between the pilot and
air coflow streams. This instability is found to be dependent on the bulk ve-
locity of the main jet and thus exhibits di↵erent behaviours among the three
flames investigated. It is well predicted for the two cases with relatively
low velocities but not for the close to blowo↵ case where the temperature
at x/D = 5 is considerably under-estimated indicating a weaker pilot pen-
etration compared to the experiment. Further investigation is required to
shed more light on this flow instability and its e↵ects on the flame structure
and local extinctions. For the second axial location at x/D = 30, deviations
are correlated to under-predictions of oxygen and are more pronounced for
the higher velocity cases, suggesting less local extinction occurrences (or
stronger reignition) in the LES than in the experiment. This is also con-
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firmed by comparing the burning index between the LES and experiment.
• The U-PV approach is shown to better deal with the three-stream problem
at the pilot/coflow boundary, whereas some weak spurious reaction is still
found for the S-PV even though a fuel tracer is transported to mitigate this
issue. On the other hand, the U-PV is less capable of reproducing the local
extinctions. This is due to the intrinsic approximation associated with the
way the flamelet lookup table is accessed. As the results obtained using
these two approaches agree respectively with the two sets of measurements,
it is not possible to conclude which one is preferable for general practice
except for the specific scenarios discussed above. However, it has been
clearly demonstrated in this work that the S-PV is the favourable candidate
for the prediction of local extinctions.
• The unstrained flamelet approach used in this study is shown to capture local
extinctions up to a certain extent. This ability seems to be associated with a
satisfactory prediction of the scalar dissipation rate of the mixture fraction,
which was indicated in the experiments to have a major role for the flames
investigated. A comparison with the measured scalar dissipation rate shows
that it is well captured for all cases except the non-reacting jet core region,
where significant under-prediction is observed due to the under-resolved
mixture fraction gradients. The computed PDF of scalar dissipation rate
also agrees quite well with the measurements for various axial locations
despite a generally narrower distribution.
Although the LES approach used in this study is able to qualitatively capture
the increasing trend of local extinctions as the bulk velocity increases, it requires
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further development in order to quantitatively reproduce the same amount of local
extinctions as in the experiments, and to eventually predict the blow-o↵ at the cor-
rect bulk velocity. Nevertheless the statistics predicted by the LES are satisfactory
indicating that the simple unstrained approach is useful to provide at least statisti-
cal information for flames with local extinctions. Possible improvement could be
achieved by studying ad hoc closures for the SGS scalar dissipation rate of mix-
ture fraction, or alternatively including SGS straining e↵ects in the reaction rate
closure. These will be investigated in future studies.
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Appendix A. A hybrid RANS/LES approach for turbulent inlet boundary
conditions
For this burner configuration, the level of mixture inhomogeneity at the main
jet exit dictates the flame stability and combustion regimes downstream [46, 47].
Therefore, it is of paramount importance to obtain the correct turbulent mixing
profiles at the nozzle exit before any model assessment can be made. These pro-
files (mean and rms of ⇠ at x/D = 1) were observed to be very sensitive to the
turbulence level at the domain inlets for CH4 and air, which are located 100 mm
upstream of the jet exit (see Fig. 2). Thus, an inlet turbulence generator based
on the synthetic eddy method [80, 86] is used to mimic the fully developed tur-
bulent pipe flows coming into the LES domain. This inflow generator requires
detailed turbulence characteristics upstream of the inlet, namely the mean profiles
of velocity, Reynolds stress tensor and the streamwise integral length scale. To
obtain these quantities prior to the LES, a 3D steady RANS simulation with the
transported Reynolds stresses turbulence model was performed for two concentric
pipes. A su cient length of 0.5 m was used for the fuel and air flows to fully de-
velop before they start mixing at the inner pipe exit. A typical inflow generation
flowchart is shown in Fig. A.1 for the Lr75-80 case. As illustrated in the figure,
the RANS data on the transverse plane 25 mm upstream of the inner pipe exit,
which is the LES inlet boundary, are taken for the turbulence generator. Radial
profiles of normalised mean velocity, rms and integral length scale on this plane
are shown in Fig. A.2 for the Lr75-57 and Lr75-103 cases. The mean axial ve-
locity has parabolic profiles as one would expect for fully developed pipe flows.
The rms values and integral length scales also fall within the typical ranges and














Fig. A.1: Schematic illustration of the turbulent inflow generation approach. Axial velocity con-
tours are shown for the Lr75-80 case. U f and Ua are the top-hat bulk velocities listed in Table 1
for the fuel and air inflows respectively.
verse plane (shown in Fig. A.1) are interpolated onto the LES inlet plane. The
inflow generator uses these time-averaged turbulence statistics to produce corre-
sponding synthetic Lagrangian vortices on the fly for LES. The additional cost
for this is about 2% for the reacting flow LES and no tuning of parameters was
needed for the all the cases tested. Excellent agreement is obtained for the mean
and rms mixture fraction at x/D = 1 as shown in Fig. 6, suggesting that the hy-
brid RANS/LES approach used is robust, accurate and physically consistent. It
also has good potential to be used in more practical systems where long upstream
pipes for air flows broadly exist.
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Fig. A.2: Inlet conditions used for the LES: normalised mean axial velocity U/Ub ( ), rms axial
velocity urms/Ub ( ), rms radial velocity vrms/Ub ( ), and normalised length scale⇤/De ( ).
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